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Generalized ideals in semigroups 
By SÁNDOR LAJOS in Budapest 
Introduction 
A semigroup is a non-empty set in which an associative binary multipli-
cation is defined. A semigroup 5 is commutative, if ab = ba for all a, b £ S. 
Let A, B be arbitrary non-empty subsets of a semigroup S, then the 
product AB means the set of all elements ab (a £ A, b £ B). A subsemigroup 
of 5 is a non-empty subset 7 of S, which forms a semigroup under the same 
operation as 5. A subset 7 is a subsemigroup if and only if 7 7 c z 7 holds. 
A left (right) ideal L (R) of 5 is a non-empty subset of 5 such that SLciL 
(RSc:R) holds. A two-sided ideal or ideal of 5 is a subset which is both 
a left and a right ideal of 5. The smallest left (right, two-sided) ideal of 5 
containing the subset A is called the left (right, two-sided) ideal of 5 gener-
ated by A. If an ideal is generated by a single element, it is termed principal. 
In this paper we introduce the following generalizations of the concepts 
of ideals in semigroups: the notion of (m, n)-ideal, which is a generalization 
of one-sided (left or right) ideals, and as a special case it contains the notion 
of biideal, due to R . A . G O O D and D . R . H U G H E S [ 1 ] ; the concept of (m, n)-
quasiideal, which is a generalization of the concept of quasiideal, due to 
O. S T E I N F E L D [5]; the concept of ¿-ideal, which is a generalization of 
the concept of two-sided ideal. 
We note that these notions can be introduced in an arbitrary algebraic 
system, in which at least one associative operation is defined. 
§ 1. (m, re)-ideals 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.1. We call the subsemigroup A of an arbitrary semi-
group 5 an (m, n)-ideal, if A satisfies the relation 
(1) A"'SAHcA, 
where m, n are non-negative integers. (A0 let be defined as an operator ele-
ment, so that A°S = SA° = S.) 
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R . A . G O O D and D . R . H U G H E S [ 1 ] have introduced the notion of ( 1 , 1 ) -
ideal under the name „biideal". 
It is easy to prove the following properties of (m, n)-ideals: 
a) The intersection of two (m, «)-ideals of a semigroup 5 is the empty 
set, or else an (m, «)-ideal of 5. 
b) A group has no proper (m, «)-ideal. 
c) Let A: be a positive integer; the k-th power of an (m, /?)-ideal is 
also an (m, «)-ideal. 
d) Let A be a subset of a semigroup S. The smallest (m, n)-ideal of 
5 containing A is called the (m, /z)-ideal of S generated by A and denoted 
by {-A}(„,; „). It is clear that 
= A u A2 U ••• U U AmStf. 
e) If A is a subsemigroup of S, then 
{¿}(W L L L ) = > L U A W S > R . 
f ) The principal (m, n)-ideal of S generated by element a of S is 
g) The principal (m, «)-ideal of 5 generated by an idempotent element 
e is eSe. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.2. A subsemigroup S„ of a s e m i g r o u p s will be called 
attainable, if there exist subsemigroups Sx, S2,..., S„-i of 5 such that 
(2) 5 „ c 5 „ - 1 C - C 5 1 C 5 , = 5 
holds, where 5, is a one-sided (left or right) ideal of S<-i ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , « ) . 
With every such chain (2) of subsemigroups we can associate a product 
7c of the letters / and r in which the /-th factor is I or r according to whether 
Si (i—\,...,n) is contained in 5,--i as a left or right ideal, respectively. (If 
Si is a two-sided ideal in then either of I and of r can be chosen.) 
A subsemigroup A of 5 is called a n-ideal, if it is attainable by a sub-
semigroup chain with which the product n is associated. 
In the product TC let m and n be the numbers of the factors / and r, 
respectively. 
We are going to prove the following 
T h e o r e m 1.3. The following three statements concerning to a subset 
A of an arbitrary semigroup S are equivalent: 
(i) A is an Ir-ideal of S, 
(ii) A is an rl-ideal of S, 
(iii) A is an (1, \)-ideal of S. 
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P r o o f . Let A be an Ir-ideal of a semigroup S. Then for some sub-
semigroup L of 5 we have AciLczS, ALczA and 5 1 c l . Hence it fol-
lows that 
ASAcASLcALcA, 
that is, A is an (1, l)-ideal of 5 . 
Conversely, let .4 be (1, l)-ideal of a semigroup 5, i . e . AS Ac. A. 
Then by 
A(A U SA) = AA U ASA c 4 u A = A 
it follows that A is a right ideal of the left ideal of S generated by A, i. e. A 
is an Ir-ideal of S. 
The proof of the dual statement is similar. 
C o r o l l a r y 1.4. A subset A of a semigroup S is a n-ideal of S if 
and only if A is an r"11"-ideal of S. 
Now we can prove the 
T h e o r e m 1.5. A subset A of a semigroup S is a 7t-ideal of S if and 
only if A is an (m, n)-ideal of S. 
P r o o f . By the preceding corollary it suffices to show the theorem for 
/-'"/"-ideals instead of yr-ideals. Let A be an rm/"-ideal of a semigroup S. 
Then — A being an attainable subsemigroup — there exist subsemigroups 
Z.,, L,,..., Ln~\, and /?,, / ? , , . . . , R,„ of 5 such that the following relations hold: 
A = L„c L„-1 c - c l i c i ? „ c - c i ? l c i ? 0 = s , 
RiRi-i c /?, (/ = 1 , . . •, m), R,„ LiCiLi, Lh ^ Lj c Lj ( j = 2,..., n). 
Hence it follows that 
>4'"5A" = aSC, c ¿ r 1 ( / ? ! S ) L ) \ c L i r 1 / ? , L i e • • • c ( L „ R m . i ) C c 
c (Rm/?,„_!> Ll c (Rm U)LTl c U (L2ar) c • • • c Ln = A, 
therefore A is indeed an (m, «)-ideal of 5 . 
Conversely, let us suppose that A is an (m , n)-ideal of the semigroup 
5 . By the property e) the (m, n)-ideal of 5 generated by A is AuAmSAn. 
It is easy to see that {/!}(,„,*) is a left ideal of { / ! } ( , ( k = \ , . . . , n ) , and 
{i4}(;,„) is a right ideal in {A}(;-i,„) ( / = 1 , . . . , m). Hence the subsemigroups 
Ln — A, Ln-\ = {A}(„,;,1_1), . . . , Ll— {j4}(m, 1), Rm = M}(»|, 0), /?m-l = {Ajf,,!-!. 0), . . . 
. . . , / ? ! = {i4}(i,o) satisfy the conditions (3). Thus A is an /-'"/"-ideal of 51. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.6. A two-sided ideal of a two-sided ideal of a semi-
group S we shall call an /2-ideal. By an V'-ideal we mean a two-sided ideal 
of an arbitrary / ' '- '-ideal of S, where A: is a positive integer (k^2). 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1.7. By a k-ideal of a semigroup S we mean a subset 
A which is an (m, n)-ideal of S, for every m, n such that m + n = k. 
It is clear that the subset A of a commutative semigroup 5 is a Ar-ideal 
if and only if A'1 Sc.A. We remark that the concept of A-ideal is a genera-
lization of the concept of two-sided ideal. 
C o r o l l a r y 1.8. The subset A of a commutative semigroup S is an 
i'-ideal if and only if it is a k-ideal. 
P r o o f . This follows at once from Theorem 1.5. 
R e m a r k 1.9. More generally the Corollary 1.8 holds for two-sided 
semigroups too. By a two-sided (or duo) semigroup we mean a semigroup 
every one-sided ideal in which is a two-sided ideal (see: [4]). 
§ 2. (m. n)-quasiideals 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1. A subsemigroup A of a semigroup 5 we shall call 
an (m, n)-quasiideal, if 
(4) AwSnSAucA 
holds, where m, n are non-negative integers (.4° is an operator element not 
contained in S, and A°S = SA° = S). 
It is easy to prove the following properties of (m, /!)-quasiideals: 
a) The intersection of a set of (m, «)-quasiideals of a semigroup S, if 
it is not empty, is an (m, n)-quasiideal of 5. 
b) A group has no proper (m, «)-quasiideal. 
c) Let A be a subset of a semigroup S. The (m, «)-quasiideal of 5 
generated by A, i. e. the smallest (m, n)-quasiideal of S containing A is 
where k= min (m, n). 
d) If A is a subsemigroup of S, then the (m, «)-quasiideal of 5 gener-
ated by A is 
e) The principal (m, «)-quasiideal generated by a is 
a u a- u • • • U a" U (a"'S n Sa"), 
where k = m\n(m, n). 
f ) The principal (m, «)-quasiideal generated by an idempotent element 
e is eS n Se. 
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The concept of ( 1 , l)-quasiideal was. introduced by 0 . STEINFELD [5] 
under the name „quasiideal", and he showed that a subset of a semigroup 
5 is a quasiideal, if and only if it is an intersection of a left and a right 
ideal of S. This result is generalized by the 
T h e o r e m 2. 2. A subset of an arbitrary semigroup S is an (m, n)-
quasiideal of S if and only if it is the intersection of an (m, 0)-ideal and a 
(0, n)-ideal of S. 
P r o o f . Let S be an arbitrary semigroup, let A and B be an (m, 0)-
ideal and a (0, n)-ideal of S, respectively. Then A"lScA, and SB'lcB, 
which implies 
( A n f i f S n S ^ n f i y c / l n ^ , 
and since the common part of subsemigroups is likewise a subsemigroup, 
we obtain that A n B is an (m, «)-quasiideal of 5. 
Conversely, let A be an (m, «)-quasiideal of the semigroup S, i. e. 
> P S n S i 4 B c A We prove that 
A — {j4}(»,,o) H n). 
By property e) of § 1 { 4 „ 1 , o , = /l U/4 ' "5 , {¿}(o, „) = A U SA". By distributivity 
this implies 
(A U A'" S )n(4u SJ4") = A U (Am S n SA") = A, 
as we stated. 
T h e o r e m 2. 3. Every (m, n)-quasiideal is an (m, n)-ideal. 
P r o o f . Let 5 be a semigroup, and let A be an (m, /?)-quasiideal of 
5. Since and AmSA"cSAn we obtain 
y T S y r c / T S n S A " ^ , 
that is A is an (m, n)-ideal of 5. 
§ 3. The case of regular semigroups 
D e f i n i t i o n 3.1. A semigroup 5 is regular if to every element a of 
5 there exists an element x in 5 so that axa = a. 
T h e o r e m 3.2. In a regular semigroup every (m, n)-ideal is an (m, n)-
quasiideal and conversely. 
P r o o f . Let 5 be a regular semigroup. We show that 
( 5 ) > T S > R = Y R S N S 4 \ 
for every non-empty subset A of 5. In proof of Theorem 2. 3 we proved that 
y f ' S / T c / r S n S A " . Conversely, let x be an element of A , n Sn SA". Then 
a 15 
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an element у such 
i. e. holds (5), from which the theorem follows. 
C o r o 11 a r y 3 .3 . In a regular semigroup every biideal is a quasiideal, 
and conversely. 
Theorem 2 .2 and Theorem 3 .2 imply 
T h e o r e m 3.4. A subset of a regular semigroup S is an (in, n)-ideal 
if and only if it is an intersection of an (m, 0)-ideal and a (0, n)-ideal of S. 
Now we prove the following 
L e m m a 3.5. Let S be an arbitrary semigroup, and let M be an r -
ideal of S. Denote M the two-sided ideal of S generated by M. Then Ms c M. 
P r o o f . Let M' be a two-sided ideal of S, containing M as two-sided 
ideal. Then 
because M = M и MS и SM и SMS. 
T h e о r e m 3.6 . In a regular semigroup every ik-ideal is a two-sided 
ideal (k is a positive integer). 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to prove that every /--ideal is a two-sided ideal. 
Let M be an /2-ideal of a regular semigroup S, and let M be the two-sided 
ideal of S generated by M, From the Kovács—Iséki criteria of regularity 
(see [3] and [2]) it follows that M2 = M. This and Lemma 3 . 5 imply MciM, 
that is M = M. Therefore M is a two-sided ideal of S, as we stated. 
R e m a r k 3.7. From the proof of Theorem 3 . 6 it can be seen that 
this theorem holds for every semigroup every two-sided ideal of which is 
idempotent. 
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